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Abstract Social computing broadly refers to supporting so-
cial behaviours using computational systems. In the last
decade, the advent of Web 2.0 and its social networking
services, wikis, blogs, and social bookmarking has revo-
lutionised social computing, creating new online contexts
within which people interact socially (social networking).
With the pervasiveness of mobile devices and embedded
sensors, we stand at the brink of another major revolution,
where the boundary between online and offline social be-
haviours blurs, providing opportunities for (re)defining so-
cial conventions and contexts once again. But opportunities
come with challenges: can middleware foster the engineer-
ing of social software? We identify three societal grand chal-
lenges that are likely to drive future research in social com-
puting and elaborate on how the middleware community can
help address them.

Keywords Social computing · Middleware · Ubiquitous
computing

1 Introduction

The advent of Web 2.0 and it social networking services,
wikis, blogs, and social bookmarking has created new digi-
tal spaces for social interactions, whereby people easily cre-
ate, gather, process, use, and share a variety of information
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(e.g., text, pictures, music, and video streams) within their
individual social circles. It is estimated that an average of
30 billion pieces of content are shared on Facebook every
month, with a 40% projected growth in data per year [25].

With the advent of new mobile devices that are increas-
ingly more powerful, networked, sensory rich, and ubiqui-
tous (5 billion mobile phones were in use in 2010, 12%
of which were smart-phones, growing at a rate of 20%
per year), the boundaries between online and offline social
worlds are blurring. If online (web-based) social computing
was centred around social networking services (e.g., Face-
book, Last.fm, Twitter, MySpace) and the sharing of user-
generated content within users’ individual networks, ubiq-
uitous social computing is going to enable societal services,
where people’ actions and dealings will be looked at, in rela-
tion to their impact on common welfare. At the heart of this
transition is the ability to access much broader and bigger
amounts of data, linked to the individuals and the society of
which they are the fabric: for example, RFID-based smart-
cards give a fine-grained picture of how public transports are
being used, with consequent assessment of our impact on
society in terms of CO2 emissions; positioning technology
in smart-phones offers a detailed record of our movements
within a urban setting, with consequent assessment of urban
design qualities (e.g., access, enclosure) [2].

The ability to access big and varied amounts of data will
result in the development of novel social computing services
that will benefit both the individual and society at large (e.g.,
it is estimated that big data has a potential annual value to
the US health care system alone of $300 billion [25]). How-
ever, to create value from big data, fundamental technical
challenges will have to be overcome, for example, in terms
of data gathering, processing, and sharing.

We first analyse three social grand challenges that
will likely drive research in the area of social computing
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(Sect. 2). We then take a technical standpoint, identify the
main common threads that transcend these social challenges
(Sect. 3), and propose a research agenda for middleware re-
searchers in support of future social computing applications
(Sects. 4–6).

2 Social computing challenges

The evolution of mobile and ubiquitous technology is cre-
ating new opportunities for entire new classes of social
computing services. In particular, we identify three main
areas that we believe will attract major attention in the
coming years: services to make the world more sustain-
able (Sect. 2.1), services to promote individual well-being
(Sect. 2.2), and services to create a fair digital ecosystem
(Sect. 2.3).

2.1 Making the world sustainable

The share of the world’s population living in cities has re-
cently surpassed 50%. By 2025, we will see another 1.2 bil-
lion people living in cities. The world is in the midst of an
immense population shift from rural areas to cities, not least
because urbanisation is powered by the potential for enor-
mous economic benefits. Economies of scale make concen-
trated urban centres more productive than rural areas [4]:
“clean water and education, for example, can be delivered
for 30 to 50% less in Indian cities than in rural areas” [13].

Those benefits will be only realised, however, if we are
able to manage the increased complexity that comes with
larger cities. Rapid urbanisation is currently contributing to
the scarcity of vital resources in cities—of energy supply,
road capacity, water reserves, and clean air. Without skillful
management of resources, cities become centres of decay,
crime, urban sprawl, and pollution. However, the decline of
weakly managed cities is not unstoppable. Cities can move
decisively to tackle resource scarcity by investing in smart
urban infrastructures, in which buildings, power lines, gas
lines, roadways, and cell phones are all networked together.
Wiring cities can neatly improve efficiency, for example, by
exposing hidden patterns of waste. As more information be-
comes available to both city dwellers and businesses, deci-
sions that will make better use of resources will be enabled.
The promise is that, by allocating resources more efficiently
and offering new urban services, cities will reduce costs,
be ready to transition to low-carbon economies, create sus-
tainable environments, and ultimately enhance the citizens’
well-being.

Not only old cities are being made smarter, but entire new
smart cities are nowadays built from scratch in a matter of a
few years—they are often named “instant cities” [22]. The
best known example of an instant smart city is Songdo In-
ternational Business District. This is a new city near Seoul

that Cisco System equipped with advanced sensors. It has
been designed to be the greenest and most energy-efficient
city in the world. It deploys the state-of-the-art in sustainable
technologies: in and out flows, whether water or refuse, are
measured, monitored, and accordingly managed. The goal is
to use 30% less water than a city its size, and save 75% of its
trash from landfills. Cisco has signed deals with additional
instant cities in India, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. Smart city
services will thus receive enormous attention in the coming
years and promise to contribute to a sustainable world, one
in which 6.5 billion people can all enjoy the highest living
standards, without penalties to the planet.

2.2 Promoting individual well-being

For humans, simple questions like ‘How much money do
I spend in a day’ or ‘What makes me feel happy’ are often
hard to answer. That is because people have a poor sense
of time and cannot reliably remember certain things [51].
Without good time/memory calibrations, people make erro-
neous judgements and, as such, do not see the consequences
of their actions. One way of reducing erroneous judgements
is to gather and analyse data, as usually done in the realms of
science, business, and (enlightened) governmental sectors.

Only recently, numbering things has entered the realm
of personal life [45]. A tiny minority of people (mostly
geeks) have started to quantify private aspects. Alexandra
Carmichael, for example, tracks 40 things about herself
daily, including mood, chronic pain levels, and sexual activ-
ity. Since 2004, the philanthropist and entrepreneur, Terry
Paul, has been working on a device that tracks the num-
ber of conversational exchanges a child has with adults. The
device promises to monitor and predict language develop-
ment. Former advertising executive, Jon Cousins, after be-
ing diagnosed with bipolar affective disorder, developed a
mood tracking software supplemented by human sympathy
in that it automatically sends e-mails with mood-tracking
scores to a few selected friends. Importantly, these examples
of self-tracking are not isolated cases. The MedHelp Inter-
net forum reports more than 300,000 new personal track-
ing projects every month, and the sites of Quantified Self
in USA1 and HomeCamp in UK2 host a large number of
personal data projects in a variety of areas. Researchers in
human-computer interactions have started to take notice as
well, and a new discipline called ‘Personal Informatics’ has
emerged. This discipline studies not only self-tracking, but
also the corresponding decision-making processes [30].

The future is charged with great potentials. Personal in-
formatics projects enable not just objective research on hu-
man subjects in general, but also an understanding of one-

1http://www.kk.org/quantifiedself.
2http://homecamp.org.uk.
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self. Furthermore, they allow medical practitioners to appre-
ciate the particulars of one patient’s condition and, in doing
so, they promise to support two important trends in health
care [46]. One is about health care delivery: delivery is be-
coming more collaborative, and physicians are starting to be
seen as advisers within a co-diagnosis and co-care model
between themselves and their patients. The second trend is
personalised medicine, in which an individual’s specific bio-
logical characteristics are used to tailor therapies, including
drugs and drug dosage.

2.3 Creating fair digital eco-systems

An important aspect, which is orthogonal to the classes of
social services discussed above, is that the corresponding
systems are not just technical ones but, crucially, socio-
technical. On one hand, people will use these systems ac-
cording to norms that will inevitably vary across societies,
and we cannot control nor enforce them by law. On the other
hand, technology will profoundly alter the control we have
over our own identity, giving us access to an unbounded col-
lection of digital records of every single aspect of our lives.
In building a fair digital ecosystem, designers will thus face
two main challenges: first, how to build digital systems in a
way that healthy social norms emerge; and, second, how to
regulate access to our digital lives.

To promote the emergence of healthy social norms, sys-
tem design is crucially important. The way a new system is
designed partly impacts which social norms emerge in it [5].
However, once settled, social norms are hard to change, and
when companies tell people how they must behave, things
go terribly wrong. That is because being forcibly told how
to use a service is perceived as a sign of disrespect by users,
and disrespect has often caused violence in physical soci-
eties [50] and, for now, only public outcries in digital sys-
tems. A case in point is Google’s launch of a social media
service called Google Plus; most of its early adopters were
using their real names, but a few were not. Google decided
to go after those few with a heavy-handed regulatory policy
to enforce the use of real names, which has caused public
outcries that are threatening the very existence of the ser-
vice [6].

In addition to respecting established social norms, a fair
digital ecosystem requires mechanisms with which people
can regulate their digital identities. The fact that the Internet
never forgets is threatening our ability to control our iden-
tities. Before the digital age, remembering was costly and
hard, and the default for humans was to forget. Forgetting
is a good thing for a society, not least because people are
willing to engage (they do not fear the recall of trivial past
deeds) and take better decisions (forgetting allows human
decision-making to generalise and abstract from individual
experiences) [27]. In the digital age, the balance has been
inverted: remembering is cheaper and easier than forgetting.

All around the world, policy makers and scholars have
run campaigns to promote control of our identities in a digi-
tal world that never forgets. A “constitutional right to obliv-
ion” campaign was launched by the French data-protection
commissioner Alex Türk; a “reinvent forgetting on the Inter-
net” campaign has been started by the Argentinean writers,
Alejandro Tortolini and Enrique Quagliano; and “Think B4
U post!” campaign was financed by the European Union to
urge young people to consider the “potential consequences”
of publishing photos of themselves or their friends without
“thinking carefully”. However, these campaigns are not def-
inite solutions to the problem of privacy. Users might well
‘think carefully’ about what to share and what not to, based
on reasonable expectations. The problem is that unexpected
inferences can often be made from seemingly innocuous
social media data. Crandall et al. showed that, from pub-
licly available geo-referenced Flickr pictures, one is able
to infer several coincidences (e.g., two people taking pic-
ture at the same place and at the same time). These coin-
cidences, in turn, reveal “who befriends whom” [9]. The
simple act of uploading few pictures on a social media site
translates into implicitly and unknowingly disclosing one’s
private social contacts. Another example is offered by the
site pleaserobme.com. By combining data from Twitter and
Foursquare (a service that lets people share their location
so their social contacts can see where they are), pleaser-
obme.com exposes whether users are somewhere other than
their home to the entire Internet community, including to
burglars. As a final example of unexpected inferences, con-
sider that, from publicly available Twitter profiles (includ-
ing from privacy-protected ones), one could even infer their
users’ psychological personality traits [36].

3 Technical challenges around big social data

Undermining the realisation of social computing services
and applications that address the three grand challenges
discussed above, lie the following common technical chal-
lenges.

Gathering Social Context. Social computing services re-
quire the continuous collection of very fine-grained dig-
ital records, both in time and space, of individuals’ con-
text and, once aggregated, of the society within which
they are embedded. A fundamental question arises as to
what constitutes context in these new settings; for ex-
ample: (1) passively-sensed data (e.g., CO2 emissions),
required to build green computing services to make the
world sustainable; (2) user-generated data (e.g., users’
tweets), required to build personalised profiling services
in support of individual well-being; (3) service usage
patterns (e.g., befriending people on Facebook), required
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to monitor the social norms that emerge when technol-
ogy is put out of the lab and into society, in order to pro-
mote fair digital eco-systems. As context assumes new
meanings, novel abstractions and algorithms will be re-
quired in support of its gathering.

Democratising Social Software. A distinguishing feature
of social computing services is their target user base,
that comprises not just a selected few (experts), but vir-
tually all citizens at large. These services should thus
be accessible to the people whose lives they affect; this
will require, for example, the ability to transform large
and heterogeneous raw data streams into knowledge that
is presented back to individuals and society, ultimately
enabling decision making that is based on data-driven
facts rather than the vagaries of human intuition. Also,
technologies that work in one social context (e.g., in one
city) might not be desirable in others, or might have to
be dramatically reworked. New tools that support rapid
prototyping and engage citizens in a collective upgrad-
ing and problem-solving dimension will thus have to be
developed. For example, in the context of smart cities,
researchers have been advocating tools that support an
“open-source network, where instead of simply having
IT workers detect and fix software and code problems
as they see them, there would be a collective upgrad-
ing and problem-solving dimension involving citizens, a
sort of open-source urbanism” [43]. Having those tools
in place, social computing services will truly be at the
service of their users—and not the other way around.

Governing Social Data Access. In this new digital ecosys-
tem, where all citizens contribute to social knowledge
and take responsibility for social actions, key questions
arise as to who owns the data being collected, and who
owns the services that are being provided based on such
data. With so much data linked to the individuals who
create and gather it, special care has to be taken in man-
aging access to it, to make sure people will contribute to
the digital ecosystem, without, for example, sliding into
smart cities where “sensored” becomes “censored” and
without contributors fearing their privacy being violated.
New frameworks for privacy reasoning and enforcement
will have to be developed.

In the next sections, we provide a research roadmap for
each of the above technical challenges, briefly discussing
what has been achieved so far and, crucially, what remains
to be attained by the middleware community.

4 Gathering social context

To create an accurate digital footprint of individuals and so-
ciety, data has to be gathered, both implicitly via sensors,
and explicitly via user-generated content. Such data sources

are technologically highly heterogeneous. It is a middleware
goal to provide application engineers with the right context
abstractions and associated run-time to instrument the col-
lection of contextual data. Research conducted in the area of
context-awareness has tried to tackle a similar goal: starting
from [42], where ‘context widgets’ where first introduced to
enable sensing the presence and activity of people, a decade
of work has followed. One stream of research has focused on
one specific aspect of context, that is, location (e.g., [1, 38]),
partly driven by the preponderance of this context facet in
many mobile and ubiquitous applications. Another stream
has focused on supporting sensing efficiency instead (e.g.,
[40, 41]), recognising the impact that such task has on lo-
cal resources (mainly battery) when using mobile phones as
sensory platforms. In [34], the two streams of research have
come together, using a middleware platform that is capable
of providing accurate location sensing, whilst not compro-
mising user experience (that is, battery lifetime).

Work on context-awareness has so far focused on one
specific interpretation of context, that is fundamentally phys-
ical. For example, location is interpreted as space, and thus
captured by a pair of coordinates accurately identifying a
point in a physical environment. This interpretation of con-
text is very well suited for a certain class of applications
(e.g., car navigation systems), but it becomes rather sterile
for social computing. In this domain, for example, location
is not just a point in space, but a place to be, defined not
only by geographical coordinates, but crucially by the ac-
tivities we conduct there, and the people with whom we do
them [47]. Social computing thus calls for a novel social
interpretation of context, with new abstractions required to
define what is context and how it should be sensed and in-
ferenced. Early work that combines physical data (gathered
from sensor-enabled mobile phones) and social data (col-
lected from social networking applications such as Face-
book and MySpace), has been presented [29], with the spe-
cific goal to sense a user’s activity (e.g., being in the gym,
in a conversation). Other social facets of context have gone
largely unexplored: affective information, for example, is vi-
tal for the construction of social computing applications, es-
pecially in support of individual well-being, and yet only
foundational work on emotion sensing has been conducted
thus far [37]. Furthermore, semantically-enriched informa-
tion about the social network within which a user is embed-
ded (as put forward by the concept of ‘circles’ in Google
Plus3) should also be exploited, to define more effective
data gathering and inferencing algorithms. To provide ap-
plication engineers with a ‘Social Context Toolkit’, middle-
ware researchers should provide a more comprehensive def-
inition of context, together with abstractions and algorithms

3https://plus.google.com/.
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to sense, relate, monitor, and adapt to heterogeneous data
streams.

A distinguishing feature of social computing applica-
tions, both those aiming to make the world more sustainable
and those aiming to achieve individual well being, is that
data gathering is a continuous act. In most cases, such act
will be performed by battery-powered devices (e.g., smart-
phones that people constantly carry with them, sensors em-
bedded in buildings and the environment). Middleware algo-
rithms governing data gathering will thus have to strike the
right balance between accuracy and efficiency. Research in
the area of mobile resource management has produced pro-
filing services that gather detailed information about how lo-
cal resources (especially battery) are being consumed (e.g.,
[35, 39]), thus offering key information upon which to base
run-time adaptation of the sensing act itself (e.g., [15, 19,
23]). These resource management solutions have focused
on local, single-device adaptation only. As social computing
has re-defined context from a physical entity to a social one,
so resource management can be re-defined and take a more
social orientation: in [28], for example, inferencing models
on co-located mobile devices are pooled together in a sort of
mobile cloud, to improve the accuracy of the inferencing en-
gine. A complimentary approach will be to define resource
management schemes that load(resource)-balance the act of
raw data gathering among the entities that collectively de-
fine a social context, for example, by leveraging information
about the social network information within which the user
is embedded. Indeed, fair participation in data gathering is
key not only to provide better user experience (lower impact
on local resources), but also to promote social responsibility
and participation in an action of collective good.

5 Democratising social software

A common trait of social computing applications is the abil-
ity to transform large amounts of data into knowledge upon
which citizens can take actions. For example, for green com-
puting applications, one may want to detect historical pat-
terns of CO2 emissions, so to predict when emissions will
exceed safety levels, and thus to plan preventive actions; in
urban informatics, one may want to study usage patterns
of shared bicycle schemes, to quantify the effect that they
have on traffic reduction; for quantified-self applications,
one may want to see how their fitness levels change over
time, in relation to type and amount of exercise, as well
as food intake. Developing a social computing application
thus requires combining techniques for: data fusion, to inte-
grate data coming from multiple and heterogeneous streams;
data analysis and mining, to discover new facts from such
data and use them for predictive purposes; machine learn-
ing, to match new data against known patterns; and finally

knowledge representation, to effectively represent the gath-
ered knowledge back to the user.

At the moment, building a new social computing appli-
cation is a job for a few, as it requires substantial mathemat-
ical expertise to perform any of the steps above. However,
citizens with great ideas about useful social computing ap-
plications should be empowered to build them (as promoted
by the ‘Big Society’ vision4). Middleware practitioners can
play a fundamental role in democratising social software de-
velopment, by offering libraries and run-time support to con-
duct the data processing described above. This democratisa-
tion process is already underway when it comes to a spe-
cific, and perhaps more mature, branch of social computing,
that is, social networking services: various platforms exist
that enable the easy development and deployment of online
services containing all key social networking elements (e.g.,
instant messaging, groups, blogs, music and video sharing,
photo albums); although most of these are paid-for platforms
(e.g., NING,5 Social Engine,6 SocialGO7), some free open-
source platforms are available, also (e.g., elgg,8 Dolphin,9

BuddyPress10).
The democratisation process for social computing soft-

ware at large is still in its very early days instead. Yet there
are many signals that point towards this direction: on one
hand, there are efforts to define novel algorithms that can
support data analysis geared towards the specific character-
istics of social computing applications. For example, in [33],
novel adaptive algorithms are being proposed for the au-
tomatic identification of community structures in dynamic
social networks, with the aim to support the development
of more socially-aware networks. On the other hand, novel
platforms are being developed in support of data analysis:
in [18], for example, novel APIs, data structures, and al-
gorithms have been integrated in a platform to tackle the
problem of scalable data analysis of GPS traces; in [7], data
stream analytic software is being offered as a cloud service,
accessible from mobile devices. Middleware researchers are
thus faced with the challenges of developing efficient and
effective core data processing techniques, and offer them
as services, within a social computing middleware platform
that social application engineers can leverage upon [32]. It
is worth noting that knowledge inferred from data streams
will be valuable not only for end-users but for the middle-
ware itself: users of social computing applications will ex-

4http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/big-society.
5http://www.ning.com/.
6http://www.socialengine.net/.
7http://www.socialgo.com/.
8http://elgg.org/.
9http://www.boonex.com/dolphin.
10http://buddypress.org/.
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hibit rather different behaviours, as already witnessed on so-
cial networking websites like Facebook [14] (e.g., amount
of shared content and content quality are not equally dis-
tributed across users); different behaviours will result, for
example, in different amounts of data being gathered and
processed, with direct consequences on QoS parameters,
such as network latency and battery consumption. Middle-
ware for social computing should thus dynamically leverage
the elicited usage patterns to self-adapt its data gathering
and processing services, thus providing higher scalability,
robustness and efficiency.

Apart from offering tools for rapid development of so-
cial applications, democratising social software requires ad-
dressing another major question that of the ownership of the
data that social computing services operate upon. Current
social networking applications (e.g., Facebook, MySpace)
are structured so that both the data (e.g., your social net-
work of acquaintances) and the services offered on top of
such data (e.g., instant messaging, photo sharing) fall under
the same company ownership. As a consequence, users are
‘locked’ with a single service provider, as the burden of du-
plicating data across providers is excessive (e.g., for picture
sharing, it is either Flickr11 or Picasa;12 for location-based
services, it is either Foursquare13 or Gowalla14). As we
move from social networking to social computing at large, a
much broader variety of data and service types will become
available, so a fundamental question arises as to who owns
the data being gathered, and who owns the services being
offered on top of it. From a middleware architecture point of
view, democratising social computing application develop-
ment calls for a separation of the data being gathered, from
the services being offered back to the users on top of such
data. Such a separation was first advocated in [21], where a
web eco-system was envisaged, grounded on a neat decou-
pling of data from applications, and with users being in full
control of who can access such data using, for example, Per-
sonal Containers [31] or (virtual) Droplets [10]. Realising
such web eco-system would favour the flourishing of new
(and better) services, as they would not have to overcome the
major bootstrapping cost involved in (social) data gathering,
as they could simply hook up the data already available, pro-
vided they get consent. So what steps have been taken, and
what remains to be achieved?

One stream of research has been investigating the use of
communication protocols to enable the confidential sharing
of data via social links (e.g., [3, 44, 48]): rather than locking
data in the hand of a service provider, users retain owner-
ship of the data and control who to share it with. In a sim-

11http://www.flickr.com/.
12http://picasa.google.com/.
13https://foursquare.com.
14https://gowalla.com.

ilar fashion, Prometheus [20] suggests the use of a peer-to-
peer architecture, to enable access to multiple sources of so-
cial data, where access is dynamically granted based on the
strength of the social interactions between users. While suit-
able for certain classes of (social networking) applications,
such approaches are unlikely to scale to the volume of big
data that is being gathered by social computing applications.
An alternative approach in this domain is being offered by
the rise of cloud computing, where the abundance of storage,
processing capabilities and power can be exploited in sup-
port of efficient data storage and processing (e.g., [11, 17]).
Two challenges emerge in this domain that are yet to be ex-
plored: on one hand, any single social computing service
will need to access data owned by different entities (e.g.,
to provide a more accurate depiction of a community); on
the other hand, a single data provider will give access to
its data to different types of service providers, for different
purposes. Middleware researchers will thus have to address
issues of data inter-operability, both in terms of semantic
inter-operability (e.g., how data is defined and stored) and
transformation/translation (e.g., how different data is com-
bined).

6 Governing social data access

Supporting the development of social computing applica-
tions poses fundamental questions in relation to data access.
Indeed, the social data being collected provides a very fine-
grained picture of an individual’s life. Data privacy is a topic
that has long been investigated by the research community in
mobile and pervasive computing. However, social comput-
ing applications magnify the problem in two main dimen-
sions: zoom and span. On one hand, the act of data gathering
surrounds the individual continuously, thus offering a very
fine-grained digital footprint of an individual’s life, from
the places visited, to the people met, from the transporta-
tion habits to environmental impact caused. On the other
hand, the collected data covers a much wider span, both in
space and time: that is, sensitive information can be gath-
ered, not only from individual traces, but also from those
collectively contributed by our social communities. Further-
more, as the gathered raw data has an almost infinite lifespan
(e.g., to enable studying historical trends and patterns), what
may not be inferred today could be inferred and revealed to-
morrow, as new data comes through. If individuals perceive
their privacy being violated, they may rebel and threaten the
grounding principle of social computing. A key element of
a middleware for social computing is thus a framework for
privacy reasoning and enforcement that tackles the above
challenges.

One stream of research has focused on supporting loca-
tion privacy for individuals participating in social network-
ing applications. A fundamental realisation, within these

http://www.flickr.com/
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scenarios, is that locations are not perceived by users simply
as geographic coordinates, but as places within which they
conduct social activities [24]; state-of-the-art privacy pre-
serving schemes for location thus cater for different users’
privacy requirements as they vary depending on their so-
ciological interpretation of places [49]. We argue that this
transition from physical to social interpretation of location
should be broadened to the other aspects of context (Sect. 4),
also: for example, water usage and CO2 emissions are not
simply raw numbers; rather, they carry a social significance
(e.g., user’s environmental impact on the planet) that should
be ‘exposed’ with care, to avoid stigmatising users. Fur-
thermore, the shift from one source (i.e., one user’s device)
of a single data(location)-stream to many sources (i.e., so-
cial community) of multiple data-streams calls for novel ap-
proaches to privacy management, with direct support for:
(1) reasoning at different granularities of knowledge (from
raw data collected by sensors, to inferred states in the knowl-
edge representation hierarchy), and (2) forecasting potential
threats that future data, flowing in the system, may cause.

As we move from social networking applications towards
the broader category of social applications, initial work in
this direction has been conducted. One stream of research
has looked into providing architectural support to enable
accurate gathering of social data (beyond location), whilst
supporting privacy (e.g., [8, 12]). These approaches have a
strong engineering focus (e.g., supporting provable privacy
with minimum resource overhead); however, by not placing
the human at the centre of the privacy-preserving scheme
design process, they fail to acknowledge the strong depen-
dence between users’ interpretation of gathered data, and as-
sociated privacy requirements. In [26], a middleware frame-
work that supports privacy reasoning in relation to both raw
and inferred data is proposed; while promising, this frame-
work is limited in two respects: on one hand, utility theory
is used to adapt privacy policies. While good for computer-
reasoning, utility functions are cognitively difficult to ex-
press, thus their practical applicability must be questioned
until users’ studies are conducted revealing their suitability,
or calling for stronger end-user involvement in the privacy
design processes. On the other hand, reasoning has been so
far limited to the ‘here and now’, thus not tackling the pri-
vacy concerns that may raise over time, as further data is
becoming available and is being processed. As discussed in
[27], the digital world has cancelled the natural human abil-
ity to forget,“the past is ever present”, with threatening con-
sequences in terms of our decision-making processes, which
may be based on stale and out-of-context information. As
social computing middleware aims to provide computational
support of human social processes, then the ability to forget
our digital past (initially, in forms similar to the solutions
proposed by the Vanish project [16]) must be included in
our research agenda in support of social data sharing. More

generally, future social computing middleware will need to
provide usable tools (e.g., policy languages and frameworks)
for the expression and enforcement of data access policies
that respect human values and cultures, such as trust, repu-
tation, as well as a right to oblivion.

7 Conclusion

The convergence of social and ubiquitous computing is
opening vast opportunities for developing novel services that
benefit the individual and the society at large. In this paper,
we have been calling for community-wide thinking to solve
three “grand challenges” that are likely to drive research in
social computing (Sect. 2). These services, from those in
support of a sustainable world, to those aiming at achiev-
ing individual well-being, rely on big social data to create
value to their end-users. We believe middleware will play
a key role in enabling the development of fair digital eco-
systems, by tackling fundamental issues that underpin all
these classes of applications. More precisely, we have high-
lighted three main areas that middleware researchers will
need to address: new abstraction and protocols required to
gather social context data (Sect. 4); new tools necessary for
democratising social software development (Sect. 5); and
new frameworks required to govern access to social data
(Sect. 6). By offering abstractions and services that enable
rapid prototyping and deployment, middleware can effec-
tively support the swift deployment of new social comput-
ing applications, whose actual use and value can only be
assessed once they are out of the laboratory and embedded
within actual cultural and geographical contexts.
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